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Context:
 
The ASPAC Culture Committee was established in 2015 with the goal to promote 
culture as the forth pillar of sustainable development in Asia Pacific cities and local 
governments. It aims to influence policy formulation, facilitate knowledge-sharing 
of cultural policies and exemplary practices, and establish an active culture network 
in the region.

Solo City, as one of the founding members of the Culture Committee, will host the 
first UCLG ASPAC forum on culture, with the theme of culture’s integration in 
local planning. Overall, the title “Collaborative Culture” reflects an aspiration and         
determination to promote the rich and diverse  culture of the Asia Pacific region, 
and to encourage contributions for its further  development. 

What is the importance of culture in everyday life? What is the value of  promoting 
and supporting culture in the region? How can cities and local governments harness 
culture in the development and implementation of policies with, and for, citizens? 

The forum will examine these questions through the lens of the Culture 21 toolkit, 
which highlights the linkages of culture with other themes of development, such as 
local economic development, urban planning and heritage  preservation, environ-
ment, and social inclusion. Consequently, a critical outcome is the identification of 
needs, opportunities, and strategies for ways forward of the Culture Committee to 
highlight the importance of culture in Asia Pacific cities and local governments. 

Objectives:

•	 Knowledge-sharing among cities and local governments of culture-        
related policies and exemplary practices/activities

•	 Awareness-raising in the region on the value of integrating culture in local 
planning

•	 Developing strategies to expand the reach of the Culture Committee and 
its goals 

•	 Serve as a platform for networking and cooperation on culture between 
cities and local governments, and other stakeholders 





Take photos during the event of people, things,           
moments, and sights that inspire you, using your point-
and  shoot camera or smartphone. 
Send it to us (before the Closing Ceremony)                    
at bag.kerjasama@yahoo.co.id. 

Contribute to making a forum souvenir that truly         
reflects a “Collaborative Culture”.

Everyone is an artist!


